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Dept, of Olassics 
OUMY'S UNIV E RSITY 

KINOSTON, ONTARIO 

In April 69 P.M. 

John Nichols 

Dear John: 
Things happen with amazing rapidity sometimes-- like now. 

I write this letter after completing the one that is attached. 
In the interim I have gained possession KS (but not ownership) 
of a Mannlioher-Uarcano carbine ( model 1891/24, I guess after 
a quick check). Anyway, it has the mannlicher-Uarcano action, 
and I can now get a good view of it. 

I had word out in various places, and got the good news 
this afternoon. I feel like I have just had a baby. 

I have no clip and no ammo, but will soon make efforts to 
pet both. I called Canadian customs and learned that there would 
be no difficulty in bringing in small quantities 

I doubt whether I can get a clip. If possible, if you KKK 
ratxxxxxxxxx have any to spare, please sent: 

1) a clip 
2) 5 or lb rounds of ammo (WCC rounds not necessary; 

if this rifle looks like it can produce the results 
that we want, then I may ask you for WCC) 

Weisberg has some ammo, too, so if you can't send these, I'll 
ask him. He may also have an extra clip. 

In the mean time, I shall try to get the same things from 
commercial distributors. 

1 got your photos of the dented cases (shoulder dents). They 
are marvelous. 

Seeing these causes me to think of another point that you can 
add to the material in the attached letter. This may apply only to 
your rifle, but I suspect that it applies to all. The unfired cases 
have rounded corners; the corners of the fired cases are sharply 
defined. Sharp corners were milled in your cDamber, and when the 
sases were fired they took the shape of your chamber. By corners 
I mean the angle between the wall and the shoulder, and between 
the shoulder and the case neck. Look for this if you get to 
compare the evidence cartridges cases with Frazier's two tea* cases. 

Good luck. 

Still, 

Bernabei 



4/14/(39 

Door Dick, 

gettinF. the copg of your 4/10 letter to John, I did these things: 

Oct my local gunsmith to send you my clip; 
4ske, hi.a to send you u supTily of Western ammo. 

lie is sending the clip. If Etna wen you get another, you can return. 
then I'll need is. I do nol-, now 

He cannot emil the ammo, he says. 

I-  think we should husband the - astern ammo that is still available. 
Moiever, for some purposes, no other will do. I wanted to send it to you for those 
special purposes end to case the Norma is not locally available. 

And I know how it i,  to have a baby, even tho.,:gh I an not o father: 

No, if you v7Pnt some of tnis ',astern ammo, please arrange ro: 
shipping that complies with the law here. ..!ossibly your school's protection 
lepertment is allowed to get it, or some part or the facilty. Or your local 
police. If john hes less of a 8.E ply tuba 	then 1 will*sx send it. 

No  word from 4-incoln in today's mail. 

Sincerely, 


